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Abstract

In our correspondence to the �fth Workshop on Software Reuse [1], we had discussed the

design and preliminary implementation of a repository where software components can be stored

and retrieved automatically, using a formal-speci�cation approach. In this paper we report on

our progress, by describing the �rst prototypes we have for this repository, as well as preliminary

assessment of their performance.

Keywords: formal speci�cation, program correctness, program re�nement, theorem proving,

software repositories, storage and retrieval of software components.

Workshop Goals: assessing how our work �ts in the overall problem of software reuse; iden-

tifying potential partners for developing our system on a larger scale, and with sharper focus.

Working Groups: reuse and formal methods, tools and environments, reuse process models,

domain analysis and engineering, reuse handbook.
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1 Background

The approach advocated in this paper results from the combination of two research e�orts:

� An e�ort by the �rst author to build a software archive as a strati�ed multidimensional

classi�cation structure for software components.

� An e�ort by the second and third authors to investigate various features of the speci�cation

process and the speci�cation product, as well as the construction and veri�cation of programs.

In a recent joint publication [2] the �rst and third authors make a proposal for constructing a

database of software components, based on the following premises:

� Entries of the database have the form of hspecification; programi pairs, where the program

component is correct with respect to the speci�cation component.

� The set of database entries is structured by means of the re�nement ordering between the

speci�cation components of the entries.

� The retrieve key for retrieval operations on the database take the form of a speci�cation, and

seeks to determine all the programs of the database that are correct with respect to the key,

by matching the key against the speci�cation components of database entries.

Our design rationale is that by representing database entries with arbitrarily abstract speci�cations

and by letting the match between a store key and a retrieve key be de�ned by the re�nement ordering

(rather than strict equality), we deal e�ectively with the diversity of software components and the

complexity of organizing such components in a database.

In this position paper we report on our progress in implementing this software repository, using

C under Unix, and an experimental theorem prover (Otter,
c
Argonne National Laboratory).

Among the Functions we have implemented we mention: Storage of software components; Retrieval

of software components; and Approximate Retrieval of software components, to be invoked whenever

(exact) retrieval fails to produce results.

2 Position

2.1 Statement of the Position

We submit the position that the storage and retrieval of software components in an automated

software repository is technologically possible, provided these components are described by formal

speci�cations. This means in principle that software designers can use o�-the-shelf software, in the

same manner as hardware designers make use of o�-the-shelf hardware to design hardware systems.

We qualify this position slightly, by adding that although the storage and retrieval is possible, it

is not (yet) e�cient: the theorem proving parts of our system remain something of a bottleneck

(proofs can take unreasonably long).

To place our position in context, we add two premises:
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� First, we realize that there is a great deal more to software reuse than the mere mechanics

of storing and retrieving software components; more important than storing and retrieving

components is the ability to design components that are worthy of reuse; also more important

is the ability to de�ne design methodologies that make use of reusable components. On the

other hand, as several authors point out [3, 4, 5, 6], software reuse is as much (if not more)

a managerial and organizational challenge as it is a technological challenge.

� Second, our pattern of software reuse depends on programs being speci�ed formally. In an

organization that does not practice formal methods, it may or may not be cost e�ective to

formally specify software components for the sole purpose of integrating them in a software

repository. On the other hand, one might argue that the use of formal methods is cost-e�ective

on its own merits [7].

To motivate our position (and illustrate the extent of its validity) we give below some details about

the implementation of our system.

2.2 Substantiating the Position

In this section we give very summary details about the implementation of our system. First, we

discuss its overall architecture.

In any database system, the key to e�cient retrieval is the availability of an ordering between the

database entries. Typically, database entries are totally ordered, i.e. for any two distinct entries,

one is necessarily smaller than the other (for the given ordering). For software components, we

could not identify such a total ordering relation; hence, as a substitute, we de�ned a partial ordering

relation, namely the re�nement ordering. This gives our repository a lattice-like structure, where

nodes represent speci�cations; and programs are attached to speci�cations in such a way that each

program is attached to the highest speci�cation with respect to which it is correct. This integrity

constraint must be maintained by all database operations. As an example of a database structure,

see in �gure 1 the database obtained by storing a number of Pascal compilers, whose de�nition is

given in [2]. Each node in this graph represents a speci�cation; to each node we attach programs

that are correct with respect to the speci�cation that this node represents (these are not shown in

the �gure).

Storage and retrieval operations consist of navigating through a graph structure, matching the

(storage or retrieval) key against nodes of the graph. Each node of the graph is represented by

a Unix �le which contains an Otter formula that de�nes the speci�cation at hand, as well as

information on neighboring nodes in the graph, and information on programs that are attached to

this node.

The navigation through the graph is carried out by traditional graph traversal algorithms |which

we have implemented in C under Unix. The matching of the (storage or retrieval) key against the

current node is carried out in two steps: �rst we generate an Otter theorem that states that the

key is a re�nement of the current node; then we submit this theorem to the Otter theorem prover

and await its result. The theorem prover and our C program interact to determine the result and

act accordingly.

Whenever exact retrieval fails, the user has the option of invoking approximate retrieval. Approx-

imate retrieval is de�ned in terms of a measure of functional proximity between speci�cations,

which measures how close two speci�cations are by assessing how much information they have in
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Figure 1: A Repository of Pascal Compilers

common. We have determined that a lattice operator, namely the meet (greatest lower bound)

captures precisely the amount of information that two speci�cations have in common. The algo-

rithm of approximate retrieval for a given retrieval key k proceeds by computing the meet of k

with nodes in the graph, and identifying those noodes that maximize the meet with k (i.e. that

have most common information with k). In the compiler example, the graph that we obtain by

computing the meet of all nodes with k, for some retrieval k which is given in [2], is shown in �gure

2. Note that this is obtained from the original graph by collapsing its two layers: whenever two

nodes are collapsed, we can conclude that they di�er by functional properties that are irrelevant

as far as k is concerned; i.e. as far as k is concerned, one node is as good as another. In practice,

this algorithm has given results that are quite satisfactory to the intuition.

3 Comparison

Our work deals with the problem of storing and retrieving software components using a formal

speci�cation approach. As such, it must be compared with alternative methods of storage and

retrieval of software components as well as alternative methods of software reuse based on formal

speci�cations.

Alternative methods of storage and retrieval of software components include the facetted approach,

due to Prieto-Diaz and Freeman [8], the linguistic approach, due to Hall et al [9], and the cogni-

tive approach, due to Maiden and Sutcli�e [10]. All these approaches are inspired from retrieval

techniques of library science, and carry the usual drawbacks of natural language methods.

Alternative methods of using formal speci�cations for the purpose of software reuse include work
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Figure 2: Ordering Nodes by their Proximity to k.

by Moineau and Gaudel [11] as well as work by Srinivas and Goldberg [12]. We di�er from both

of these proposals by the formal speci�cations background that we use: ours is relational, dealing

primarily with functional descriptions of software components, whereas the alternative proposals

use algerbraic speci�cations, dealing with descriptions of software components as state bearing

modules. Furthermore we di�er from the work of Srinivas by the fact that we concentrate on reusing

software products, whereas they focus on reusing software processes (e.g. previously recorded design

scenarii).
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